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Thank you to those who have contributed to this newsletter. 

Your contributions for future editions are welcome; 

please contact the editor, Steve Page 

Tel: 01761 433418, or email page564@btinternet.com 

 

< > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > < > 

 

 
 

Framed by signals, “Austin 1” departs from Midsomer Norton South on 4 July during the “Mixed 

Traction” Gala Weekend.  Built by Kitson & Co Ltd, Leeds, in 1932, Works No.5459. 

 

http://www.railwells.com/
mailto:page564@btinternet.com


 

Welcome to another edition of the Wells Railway Fraternity newsletter, containing a selection of 

interesting and unusual articles. Thank you to all contributors. 

 

 

Sadly, we have to report that three long standing Fraternity members, Philip Phelps, Terry Paget, 

and Fred Taylor have passed away recently. Our sincere condolences go to their families. 

 

 

2021 – 2022  Programme 
 

It is intended that from September we will resume our meetings in Wells Town Hall, second 

Tuesday of the month, 7.00pm onwards for a 7.30 start. 

 

14 Sep  Railways in Art   Eric Bottomley 

12 Oct  More Railway Tales   David Hartland 

9 Nov  My Life in Transport   Jonathan Jones-Pratt 

14 Dec  AGM followed by Quiz   set by Jim Allwood. 

11 Jan  Roaming in Wisconsin  Malcolm Dowson 

  followed by 

  The Railway at Evercreech  Andrew Tucker 

8 Feb  The 125 Group   Gary Heelas 

8 Mar  Taff Vale Railway No.28  Iain McCall 

12 Apr  The Last Wheeltapper  Andy Cope 

10 May To Scotland for Steam – Part 2 Brian Arman 

 

In addition, we have a trip to the E.S.S.M.E.E. at the Shepton Mallet showground on Saturday 21 

August and to the Dean Forest Railway on Saturday 11 September (postponed from July) - details 

of both have been emailed separately. 

 

Railways in Art 

 

 
 

An Evening with Eric Bottomley 

Tuesday 14 September 
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Wells Railway Fraternity Zoom meeting 11th May 2021 

 

A resume by Andy Ball of the presentation given by Mike Beale, his 

photographic record of the Finale of Steam power around Bristol 
 

Mike was born in Oldfield Park, Bath, adjacent to both the Great Western main line from 

Paddington to Bristol and the Somerset and Dorset line from Bath Green Park to Bournemouth, 

(lucky chap!). Having a railwayman father who was a fireman at Bath Green Park shed he 

inevitably got the Steam Bug.  When his father transferred to Bristol St Philips Marsh shed as a 

driver the family moved to Brislington where again they lived near the Great Western main line 

although the nearer North Somerset line had already closed. 

 

Mike’s photography started in 1962 with a Brownie 127 camera, which with its limited shutter 

speeds would prove to a bit limiting and moved on to 35mm camera in 1964.  As he took more 

photos only the most promising negatives were printed as the cost of printing everything was 

prohibitive.  However, the negatives survived and once he had retired Mike was able to scan and 

digitally reproduce them to give the images shown in his presentation. 

 

As the son of a railwayman, he had access to initially Bath Green Park and later St Philips Marsh 

sheds, usually on a Sunday morning. As Bristol Bath Road shed had closed to steam in 1960 St 

Philips Marsh had become the home of the GWR locos in Bristol and on its closure some of its 

allocation joined the LMS residents at Bristol Barrow Road shed. 

 

Starting initially around Bath, due to familiarity with suitable locations, on the Somerset & Dorset.  

Mike spread his wings and visited Bristol TM and around including East Yard, Stoke Gifford and up 

to Gloucester and of course the steam sheds at St Philips Marsh and Bristol Barrow Road with trips 

to see relatives taking him to Highbridge and Blandford.  Wednesday afternoons during school 

summer holidays saw visits to Swindon Works open to visitors. 

 

While many of the photographs were of everyday mundane subjects, (oh that we could see them 

today!) many special workings were also captured. Among the locos photographed are 92220 

Evening Star at Bath Green Park on the last Pines Express and again in the shed at St Philips Marsh 

on the day it closed, rather appropriate, I think. Castle class 7029 Clun Castle on the famous WR 

High speed run and D1029 Western Legionnaire at Stoke Gifford on its test run after construction at 

Swindon.  It was the last Western built and the last express loco constructed at Swindon. An 

interloper on an enthusiast special was LNER A4 no. 60022 at St Annes in Bristol. 

 

A wide variety of steam classes were captured although obviously GWR types predominated: 

GWR GWR LMS SR LNER BR Standard 

14xx 51xx Ivatt Class 2T USA Tank B1 Britannia 

22xx 56xx Ivatt Cl4 MN A3 (4472) Class 5 

28xx 57xx Fowler 3F Tank WC/BB A4 Class 4 (4-6-0) 

43xx King Fowler 4F U  Class 4 (2-6-0) 

45xx 61xx Stanier 8F   Class 4 (2-6-4T) 

Castle 64xx Stanier Black 5   Class 3 (2-6-2T) 

Hall 72xx Stanier Jubilee   Class 9 (2-10-0) 

 74xx Fowler 7F (S& D)   WD 8F (2-8-0) 

  Sentinel (S& D)    
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Finale of Steam around Bristol – continued 
 

On the diesel front the variety was much more limited but included: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When BR steam finally departed the scene in the South West, Mike then focussed on some 

industrial and preserved subjects including Radstock, the Bristol Harbour Railway and heritage 

mainline steam locos. 

Mike’s photographs enabled us to wallow in BR steam nostalgia and was a very pleasurable 

presentation. 

 

 

The Light at the End of the Tunnel             - by Roy Kethro 
 
When I was around 9 years old my father took me on a trip by train from Stapleton Road to Severn Beach.  

Although it was referred to locally as ‘The Gateway to the West’, there was very little to see or do there apart 

from walk along the sea wall, spend a few coppers in the penny arcades, maybe have a ride on the miniature 

railway then buy a bag of chips.  

 

Boarding the DMU for the return journey, we were able to grab the seats directly behind the cab for a 

panoramic view of the line ahead.  Shortly afterwards the driver entered the cab and set himself up.  Imagine 

my surprise when he opened the sliding door into the saloon and asked me if I would like to ride up front.  

Then he asked me if I wanted to drive.  I sat on his lap and he guided my hands on the throttle, gear change 

handle and brake valve.  The deadman’s handle, a device which ensured the driver was conscious and alert 

was incorporated into the throttle handle.  He had to assist me in holding it down as the return spring was too 

strong for my young hands.  The car number was W51070, part of a 3-car unit built by The Gloucester 

Railway Carriage and Wagon Company Limited and later designated Class 119. 

 

He allowed me to stay in the cab until we reached Clifton Down station then suggested I had better return to 

the saloon as some of his managers and supervisors lived in the Redland area, which was the next station.  

The most interesting part of the journey was the climb through Clifton Down Tunnel.  Soon after entering 

from the Sea Mills end, the tunnel is dead straight.  As we progressed through, a small dot of light in the 

distance gradually became bigger and brighter until it became clear that was the exit into daylight once more.  

 

It was an experience which came in useful half a century later while working as an operations manager at 

Bristol Temple Meads.  One afternoon Control requested me to meet the driver of an incoming service from 

‘The Beach’ as it was referred to.  For no obvious reason, a lot of time had been lost between Sea Mills and 

Clifton Down.  He explained that he had been unable to see the light at the end of the tunnel as expected, so, 

fearing that there had been a roof fall, he continued gingerly at walking pace fully expecting to encounter a 

blockage in his headlight.  It was only after a considerable distance that he was able to make out a dull 

greyness ahead.   He put it down to the fact that it had been raining so heavily at the time and extremely 

overcast with very low dark cloud, but he was surprised that it had had such a dramatic effect.  Having 

experienced the view coming up through the tunnel myself all those years before, I was able to relate to what 

he was telling me.  We had a chat about what steps he would have taken had it really been a blockage with 

the obvious answer ‘large ones back out the way we came in’.  Not unreasonable as the section back to the 

previous signal was a long one so no chance of meeting another train in the rear. 
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Hydraulics Diesel Electrics Railcars 

Class 42 (Warship)  Class 45 (Peak) GWR (non-streamlined) 

Class 52 (Western) Class 47 (Brush type 4)  

Class 35 (Hymek) Class 08 (Shunter)  

Class 14 (Teddy Bear) Blue Pullman  



 

Memories of the S&D at Radstock  

and a visit underground at Writhlington Colliery   - by Jeff Cottle 
 
As stated in my last posting my interest in railways started when I was very young. My previous 

recollections were about the GWR at Radstock; this time it is the S&D at Radstock. 

 

The S&D was the busiest of the two lines, carrying more freight; a lot of it being coal from nearby 

Writhlington and Norton Hill collieries. These freights were handled mostly by the S&D heavy freight 2-8-0 

locos. If they were heading south they were banked in the rear by one of Radstock’s stud of 0-6-0 Jinty tank 

engines, the reason being the impending seven and a half mile climb at 1 in 50 from the platform end up to 

Masbury summit. The banking engine would detach at Masbury summit and return to Radstock to await its 

next call of duty, either another banking turn or shunting the busy Radstock yard - they never seemed to be 

idle! On the passenger side there were regular trains to Bournemouth and Bath and the daily through express 

from Bournemouth to Manchester and vice versa; these expresses were usually double-headed. To stand on 

the wall next to the crossing gates and watch these engines with twelve carriages in tow storm through 

Radstock to do battle with the incline up to Masbury was something never to be forgotten. Summer 

Saturdays were extremely hectic with a procession of expresses from the north and midlands to and from 

Bournemouth, mostly all double-headed. To stand at Radstock and witness a double-headed summer semi-

fast train from Bath to Bournemouth start away from the station would make the hairs on the back of your 

neck stand to attention. The crossing gates on both the GWR and the S&D on a summer Saturday would be 

closed to road traffic up to 100 times in 24 hours, resulting in very long tailbacks on the A367 main road. 

During September 1962 I witnessed the very last Pines Express pass through Radstock hauled by the last 

steam loco built for BR No.92220 Evening Star. I recall two of my trips to Bournemouth one hauled by an 

unrebuilt Bulleid pacific, the other being a BR standard Class 5 loco. On both occasions my father told me in 

great detail the reversal procedures at Templecombe station. Many journeys with my mates - we were then in 

our early teens - were taken to Bath for cinema visits. We went by rail because we could then have a crafty 

cigarette, this we could not do if we went by bus.  

 

Moving on to September 1973 the last coalmines in Somerset were to close. Kilmersdon and Writhlington, 

both were linked underground. Parties of 20 people at a time were invited to have an underground tour, so a 

word in the right ear gained myself and my sister a place on a tour. We gathered at Writhlington pithead one 

Saturday morning. Our miner guides kitted us out with helmet, lamp, battery, and self-rescuer. The guides 

told us to use the toilets now as there are none underground. We then made our way to the lift cage, when we 

were ready we started to descend the 1541 feet to pit bottom at between 5-6 yards a second, (Alton Towers is 

child’s play). Once at the bottom we had to walk to the coal face some three miles away. We had gone a few 

hundred yards when we saw a roadway to our left with a sign saying Braysdown shaft 1200 yards. 

Braysdown was a disused colliery. The roadways were undulating and quite rough in places. After about a 

mile we had to go down an incline of 1 in 5 for half a mile. We were now about 2000 feet underground. 

Another roadway came in from the right with a sign saying Kilmersdon shaft 4000 yards. I know of 5 local 

pits that were all joined underground. Further on we travelled, when one of our guides pointed out that we 

were now almost beneath Ammerdown House where no coal could be mined, by order of the Lord of the 

Manor. After a couple of hundred more yards we could go no further. Our guides asked us to get down on 

hands and knees because we had to crawl to the right up into the 150 yard long coal face which was just 3 

feet high. Once we were all in, surrounded by pit props, the miner guides started the coal plough. This 

travelled the length of the face shearing off a cut of coal. Dust was everywhere and the noise was deafening. 

When the plough stopped you could hear the roof settling onto the advancing pit props. We were invited to 

pick up some coal as a souvenir. We moved on up the face to another roadway with conveyor belts on which 

we rode back to within a few hundred yards of pit bottom. Just a short walk and we were at pit bottom and 

our lift cages to freedom. Although we were filthy dirty it was a really great experience to see what miners 

went through on a daily basis. 
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Moreton-in-Marsh       - by Andrew Tucker 
 

I took these two photos at Moreton in Marsh station in 1964 and 2010.  

 

The first occasion was when I was on a school outing to Stratford on Avon.  On the way we had a 

break at M-in-M and when we got off the coach we could hear a steam loco.  The railway 

enthusiasts present broke away from the main group and headed off to the station (there was a 

helpful sign pointing the way).  Stood in the station was a Collett 22XX 0-6-0 with a single carriage 

(presumably the sound we heard a little earlier was this loco running round its ‘train’).  We couldn’t 

stop to see the departure of this local heading off north towards Honeybourne. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fast forward to 2010 and I am back at Moreton-in-Marsh station waiting to meet my son off of the 

next down train from London (on the colour picture on the next page a HST is coming off the single 

line from the north with an up train on what is now called the ‘Cotswold Line’).  The main station 

building and its canopy survive but the scene is dominated by the modern footbridge with access 

ramps.  At the time I was there the semaphore signals and signal box were also still in use and the 

redoubling of the single line sections of track had yet to take place.  Another link to the past is the 

name of the train operating company – in 2010 this was First GREAT WESTERN and it is now 

GWR. 
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Moreton-in-Marsh - continued 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Face Book 
 

Don’t forget our Face Book page; David Mace has explained this in Newsletter 199 and has 

provided the following link to join: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/306335230653190 

 

 

 

More 300 Mileposts 
 

Last time, in my enthusiasm for determining the extent of the sidings at Penzance, I completely 

overlooked two more rather obvious 300 mileposts! 

Also in Cornwall, on the Newquay branch, 300mp is reached just before Quintrell Downs station. 

Much further north, on the Settle – Carlisle line, there is a 300mp between Armathwaite station and 

Howe & Co’s Siding. 
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Favourite Railway Locations:  -  Stirling.      - by the Editor 
 

In the last newsletter I suggested a new theme for a regular feature – My Favourite Railway 

Locations. I will start the ball rolling for this issue. It would be difficult to say which is my 

favourite railway location of all – there are so many to choose from – but Stirling station must come 

close to the top of the list. For me it is a reminder of arriving for the start of a holiday in Scotland to 

visit family and explore the magnificent scenery.  

The original Stirling station was opened in 1848 as part of the Scottish Central Railway, which 

became part of the Caledonian Railway. The CR rebuilt Stirling station in 1913 to expand the 

facilities. The original building was replaced by a new frontage with a grand half-moon concourse 

and a new sweeping staircase to the footbridge.  The number of platforms was increased to ten.  

The station survives more or less in this form to the present day, although some of the bay platforms 

are no longer used for passenger trains. The semaphore signals have only recently been replaced 

with colour lights, as part of the electrification scheme which now extends from Edinburgh and 

Glasgow as far north as Dunblane and Alloa. The new electric service started in December 2018. 

The photo was taken in 2017, before the wires went up, from the footbridge which links the town 

centre with the Forthside area, which is undergoing regeneration. Curiously, the far island platform 

(Nos 9/10) has always been open to the elements, with only one small wooden building, recently 

replaced by a modern structure. The rest of the station buildings are well cared-for, and it is a 

pleasure to wait for a train in such atmospheric surroundings. 

 

 
 

 

And Finally : 
 

Did you know that when Banbury station was rebuilt in 1958, it was the first to be thus transformed 

by the Western Region as part of BR’s 1955 Modernisation Scheme. 
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